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Distance with different types of air pressure

Do you just ever question yourself how much PSI you need to put in a soccer ball to

make the distance just right?  In this experiment I am going to test and see if different amounts of

PSI in a soccer ball will affect the distance it goes.  I hypothesize that the soccer ball that has the

most amount of air will go higher because research states “ The greater the air pressure in the

ball, the farther it will travel when a force is applied.”  The first reason this topic is important is

because for some people who enjoy soccer or for people who just have questions on how much

PSI you need to put in a soccer ball,to get the right amount of distance they want then they can

find this information useful.  A second reason is if a soccer ball is overinflated, it is more

difficult to kick and impact with a player's head or body is more severe.  The third and final

reason is if a soccer ball is underinflated it will not travel in a straight direction and it won't go as

far.

Method

The scientific method used to conduct this experiment is to see how high the ball will go

if dropped. During this experiment I was checking to see if different amounts of PSI in a soccer

ball affects the distance it goes. I hypothesized that the soccer ball with the most PSI will go

higher because research states”The greater the air pressure in the ball, the farther it will travel

when a force is applied.”
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Materials

The materials that I used to conduct this experiment were three puma soccer balls size

five. All three balls were used for being dropped from the same height. I’ve also used a ball

gauge to check and see the amount of PSI in each soccer ball. Another item that was used was a

yardstick. The yardstick was used to drop the soccer balls and to measure and mark the height of

the soccer ball. I also used 1 roll of gym floor tape to tape the yardstick onto a wall. I've also

used a data chart.It was used to mark all the data I got from my project. I used an inflation needle

to inflate each one of the soccer balls. Next thing I used was a permanent marker to mark the

height on the yardstick.

Procedures

The steps that I used to do this science experiment were. First thing I did was stand with

one of the soccer balls. Second was to drop each soccer ball. Once each soccer ball had been

dropped one by one I had marked each height from when they were being dropped. Next thing I

did was to repeat the same process for each ball. When I finished organizing all my data I

reviewed and analyzed my data. Then lastly I had all that data placed onto my data chart.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the outcome of this experiment showed that the soccer ball bounced the

highest with the amount of 0.4 PSI.
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Results

The results of this experiment were expected. My hypothesis was supported in the

experiment. As for the results of this experiment, they were as expected. First I started off with

three soccer balls with different amounts of PSI 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4. First thing I did is I started off

by dropping the ball with 0.4 PSI. When the ball was dropped the ball received a full average of

29.7 in. For all 7 trials. Next I dropped the soccer ball with 0.3 PSI. When the ball dropped it got

an average of 28.1 in. Then I dropped the soccer ball with 0.1 PSI, for all 7 trials the ball

bounced an average of 24.7 in.

Discussion

There have been similar experiments conducted regarding the topic of soccer.  Will

Kepler  conducted an experiment testing to see if different types of temperature affects the height

of a tennis ball. He used the same type of tennis balls for his experiment. His steps were he

would stand and drop each tennis ball from the same height. He shows that tennis balls that are

baked in the oven bounce higher than regular tennis balls.  For the complete average, the baked

tennis ball received an average of 39.75.The tennis balls that were not in the oven received an

average of 36.125. After comparing those two averages he decided to freeze them to see the

complete average; the complete average was 16.625 (Kepler, 2014).

Krista Gates conducted an experiment testing to see which ball will bounce the highest

using a tennis ball,rubber ball,and a foam ball. The first ball that was dropped was the tennis ball
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it received, which averaged 52mm. The rubber ball received an average of 60mm. The foam ball

received an average of 41mm (Gates, 2022).

According to soccer-for-kids.com “If a soccer ball is overinflated, it is more difficult to

kick and impact with a player's head or body is more severe”. (soccer-for-kids.com)“FIFA says

the air pressure in a regulation soccer ball must be between 8.5 PSI and 15.6 PSI.” Much more

information from (wise-answer.com) “The best way to measure the soccer ball pressure is to use

an air pressure gauge. It is recommended that you use one of these gauges to measure the exact

amount of pressure in a ball after inflating and before use”.(soccer-for-kids.com)

Conclusion and Future Study

In conclusion, the results of the experiment supported my original hypothesis. The

experiment was successful because I followed the scientific method step by step. The experiment

was successful because I double checked everything and made sure everything was ready before

starting the experiment. This project proved that a soccer ball with more air pressure will affect

the distance it goes when kicked. In closing, in a future study, I would like to change the amount

of PSI in each soccer ball. I would also change the height from where the soccer ball would be

dropped.
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Appendix

Table A1

T1
(cm)

T2
(cm)

T3
(cm)

T4
(cm)

T5
(cm)

T6
(cm)

T7
(cm)

AVG
(cm)

PSI (0.3) 71.12 71.12 71.12 71.12 69.85 73.66 71.12 71.30

PSI (0.4) 74.93 74.93 76.2 74.93 76.2 76.2 74.93 75.87

PSI (0.1) 62.23 66.04 60.96 63.5 60.96 62.23 60.96. 62.41

Figure A1

Figure A2
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Figure A3


